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CEOCFO: Ms. Cason, we spoke about two years ago. The headline on
the Planetarie interview was Water Extracted Cannabinoids are the
Future, better for People, Planet and Plant. Where are you with the
concept today; does the world understand yet?

Ms. Cason: A few more since two years ago but not the masses quite yet. We are still working hard on brand awareness
and outreach, so it is less foreign of a concept and specifically the CBDA is catching on a little bit more now as people are
starting to learn and become more familiar. Our big differentiator is that we are keeping whole plant full-spectrum raw
cannabinoids like CBDa the way they are made in the plants and there are significant benefits to leaving them in that
form, stable through water extraction.

CEOCFO: Do you see the more plant-based and health-based food trend to be more helpful or is it that
people are recognizing the medical benefits?
Ms. Cason: I think it is a bit of both. It is definitely the plant-based messaging that lands with some people. I think the
idea of natural remedies is slowly catching on. We tend to have more word-of-mouth. When people try it and it works,
they tell other people. So far, the messaging of the sustainable process has not really gotten out enough and maybe it is
that people do not really understand the alternative.

CEOCFO: Why is CBDA better?
Ms. Cason: CBDA is the way that it is made by the plant. The “a” stands for acid. What most people do not realize is
that CBD is not made by the plant. CBD is the result of a chemical reaction called decarboxylation. That happens with
heat or chemicals or often both. The most common way of processing in the industry is ethanol which is 10th century
technology, where you soak the plants in a vat of grain alcohol which is flammable and has to be disposed of in a certain
way, also there is a fire risk in the building with having too much.
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You do not want the residuals in the plant, so what happens is there is a residual amount in the product and while
consuming that once or twice is no big deal. But if this is a product that you are taking every day, an accumulation of
those solvents can have negative impact of the body. One example is hexane, which is another solvent used for
extraction. Hexane is a known hepatotoxin, so it causes damage to the liver and yet they are using that to process the
CBD. It attenuates the benefits from the plant to use these chemicals.
CEOCFO: Why is this under the radar?
Ms. Cason: It is still an immature industry and unregulated. It is more that is the way it has always been done and it is
more economical. There is no standard so you can do basically anything you want and that is the scary part. I think for
consumer confidence it would be nice to have established standards even if they are not regulations but standards to say
what is good and tolerable and what is not allowable.
CEOCFO: What about the medical community that is starting to pay more attention to CBD- do they have
any awareness of CBDA?

Ms. Cason: I come from that world. Most providers do not have the time day-to-day to do the research. People know
what they know, and they know how they are trained. Until recently no medical schools or nursing schools taught about
the endocannabinoid system. It was not known that this is a whole communication system in our bodies. There was no
real understanding, and it was taught more like cannabis is just marijuana, is a drug, and it is bad. All the studies that
have been done over eighty years only sought to prove harm and they were not actually looking for benefits.
“Our big differentiator is that we are keeping whole plant full-spectrum raw cannabinoids like CBDa the
way they are made in the plants and there are significant benefits to leaving them in that form, stable
through water extraction.” Stacy Cason

In the medical community, we are trained as evidence-based practice. You are trained to only look for things that have
been studied and scientific peer-reviewed articles which is great. The flip-side of that is when you are not allowed to do
evidence-based research and the absence of that does not mean that the plant is bad, it just meant that government
restrictions do not allow for studies. The lack of studies does not mean that it is bad, we still have tons of anecdotal
evidence. Now in the last ten years there is a lot of significant research that has emerged.
For example, I have a friend who is a double board-certified physician. He thinks of cannabis only as an illicit drug, and
he has not read anything in journals since he graduated his fellowship which is almost 20 years ago, so he is not staying
up-to-date and he only knows what he was taught 20 years ago. We are slowly starting to change this; I have taught a
couple classes at medical schools. It is starting to turn, but I think it is going to take a little while.
CEOCFO: Would you tell us Planetarie’s Farm to Table philosophy?
Ms. Cason: We came up with that as an analogy for the way we process. One parallel would be carrots. You could buy
carrots that have been processed, that have been in a can for two years sitting on a shelf somewhere or you could buy
fresh organic purple carrots from your farmer’s market. Which carrots do you think will be healthier for you? Ours is the
raw and unprocessed, like the same way it is made by the plants versus the heavily processed with chemicals.
CEOCFO: What tell us about Colorado Grown and China/Hemp?
Ms. Cason: Four years ago, when I started this company, at the time Chinese hemp was 90% of the market. Now I think
we are down to about 70%. That means that for seven out of ten bottles of CBD that you buy, that plant was grown in
China, processed somewhere/somehow, and imported. The chain of custody was broken, and it is unknown where it
comes from.
Another differentiator for us is we have complete control from plant to final product. We know exactly when and where
those plants were in the ground, and they were in Colorado. All our plants are organic. We go from the plant to the final
product here in our facility in northern Colorado.
CEOCFO: What have you learned along the way?
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Ms. Cason: On the grow side it is more the genetics that has changed. Geneticists are constantly working with the
different strains that may have a different blend of cannabinoids and flavonoids and different plant materials. We focus
more from that point forward. Because we invented this process there has been a bit of R&D over the years. Not so much
in the last two years because we have dialed in the water extraction well now.
We are making additional products and we have certifications since the last time we talked, which is very rare in this
space. Many people use organic hemp, but it is rare to have the whole process of extracting making products through
certified organic, so having that certification is a big deal. We got it at the end of 2020. Also since the last time we spoke,
we have released ten additional products and have perfected the manufacturing.
CEOCFO: What are the most popular products and what are you making that people are not recognizing

yet?

Ms. Cason: Our most popular product is the softgels. I think most of our customers come from outside of the hemp /
cannabis space, and they are trying it for the first time. They are more apt to take a pill, and that is something that is
familiar to everyone. The second most popular product is our infusion which is comparable to tincture. The product is
fast-acting and quite efficacious.
I think the things that people have not caught onto yet are some of our topical products such as our salve which is a
great all-over product that is probably still underrated. The body butter has been recently perfected, and it is quite nice, I
love that product and I think it has not gotten the recognition it should yet.
CEOCFO: Are you seeking funding, investments or partnerships as you continue to grow?
Ms. Cason: Yes. We just started a Series-A round. We are seeking money for scaling-up to increase the capacity in the
manufacturing, as well as marketing for customer acquisitions.

CEOCFO: What is the response when you are talking with a potential partner or investor; is there
something you say when the light-bulb goes on?
Ms. Cason: I think the differentiator because CBD is such a crowded space right now. Four years ago, there was the
green rush and people thought they were going to make a ton of money in this space. It is a low barrier to entry and a
high turnover; it is very crowded.

Once we explain there are over 3000 CBD companies, there is one water extracted CBDA company and that is Planetarie.
They then realize that there are more health benefits and then I am asked the question of why everyone is not doing this,
well hopefully in time they will be, but for right now we are the tip of the spear.
I think once investors hear the value differentiator and how we have a 70% return customer rate, affiliations with Hall of
Fame Olympic coaches, NFL alumni, and some really authentic endorsements, it lands with them.
CEOCFO: What affect has the COVID era had and what might you have learned that provided some insight?
Ms. Cason: We were in an interesting place in the business anyway and I do not know if it was better, it is hard to say
because we were making a major pivot at the same time as COVID. That is when we launched our retail line. Prior to that
we have been business-to-business and focus just on the extraction by selling raw materials.
We had made a pivot in January of 2020 and started doing formulations to make products which launched in early May of
2020. We have gone all the way to the consumer to get products that people could use to optimize their wellness and
boost their own health, so maybe that was beautiful timing for us.
COVID brought awareness of health to people a little more. They were thinking they should take better care of
themselves and do things to boost their immunity. We are direct-to-consumer predominantly online and that was a time
when people were shifting to move more to online stores and less going to a store to shop.
CEOCFO: Giving back is important for you and Planetarie. How do decide where to focus your efforts?
Ms. Cason: It has been a strong belief for me personally, my whole life. There are plenty of opportunities and I look at it
as another area to be strategic. For me personally, I like to focus women-centered, promoting women and wellness. For
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Planetarie, it is more wellness and education focused. We are a member of 1% For The Planet and pledge 1% of all
profits to sustainable and planet focused organizations. We also donate to Realm of Caring which is to promote education
awareness in the cannabis space, so it gives patients dosing recommendations and guidance on how to get products for
themselves.
CEOCFO: How do you deal with some of the frustration in knowing Planetarie has a concept, something
that is so much better for so many people and yet it is so hard to get the word out?

Ms. Cason: We will get really passionate emails or phone calls from customers that have been helped. A lot of them tend
to be special needs, medically complex kids whose lives have changed from taking our products. There is a worldrenowned physician that specializes in the cannabis space and refers patients to Planetarie. Their stories sometimes will
bring tears to your eyes and that is really what drives me. There are plenty of frustrating days and then I remember
those kids & parents, and other customers who are experiencing life-changing benefits and that is what keeps the doors
open.
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